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The pace of change in the global market today adds 

complexity to logistics around our world. Only the best  

will prevail to meet the growing demands of the markets. 

At Afex we deliver trust through continuous valid reliability  

at the rate and changes needed for the growth of  

our clients to meet the demands of the 21st Century.
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INTRODUCTION

Logistics in the 21st century demand more than meeting tight deadlines 

while operating with optimal safety. Increased business process needs, 

innovations and technology advances escalates expectations to ensure 

not only a smooth logistics overall process but with optimal relief from the 

stress that may come from managing the logistics process . Unlike 

traditional logistics service providers Afex understands the needs of its 

partners and adapts to these needs for an overall peace of mind in the 

supply chain process. This is what we deliver, trust. The trust that we will 

always be there and deliver to your business logistics needs. 

Afex, a third-party logistics provider (3PL), manages all or part of 

your company’s logistics operations, executing freight 

management, transportation, and business processes. Afex 

manages and coordinates functions for more significant 

transportation and supply-chain efficiencies. 



Afex saves your company the time you usually 

spend managing your supply chain. Eliminate 

costly mistakes and the time required to put 

things right. Manufacturers, traders, supply chain 

managers, retailers, and oil and gas companies 

find this superior service level supports both 

domestic and international transportation 

services.

Save Time

Lower transportation rates help reduce lost sales and 

return goods costs. Take advantage of the relationships 

Afex has developed over 25 years with national and 

international carriers and freight brokers. Lower rates to 

eliminate unnecessary costs.

Economic Efficiencies

Afex modifies each connection in your supply-chain as 

necessary. Your company benefits without a 

continuous internal focus on your logistics process 

when you outsource your logistics to Afex.

Continual Improvements

Afex gives you year ‘round access to the shipping 

volumes you require. Their ongoing relationships 

with a multitude of carriers support even widely 

fluctuating freight volumes. Plus, optimize your 

inventory with warehouse management services.

Shipping Volumes

Afex accurately forecasts what logistics solutions 

work best. They have technology to produce 

advanced reports and inventory management 

that track the entire logistics process. Over the 

last 25 years, Afex has remained committed to 

the application of substantial market knowledge 

to handle client shipments efficiently, safely and 

securely.

Industry Knowledge

MORE THAN A THIRD PARTY 

LOGISTICS PROVIDER

Companies use Afex for third-party logistics to 

manage short and long-term logistics operations 

more productively and more cost-effectively. Afex 

understands the increasing challenges of today’s 

global logistics. Never neglecting the basics of 

speed and efficiency, they furnish strategic 

logistical solutions with the latest technology and 

business processes.



At Afex, we have three decades of experience in the logistics 

industry, producing time & cost-saving transport 

experiences for domestic and international shipments to our 

clients. 

Then, in 2018, we joined the renowned Alrushaid Group, a 

leading conglomerate in the Middle East, principally involved 

in energy ,manufacturing, construction, engineering, trading, 

commercial real estate and technology.

Our story begins in the 1990’s as Abdullah Dihan Trading  (ADT) 

Logistics. Since then, we have transformed significantlly. Initially 

servicing only the oil and gas sector , we now fulfill trucking and 

logistics needs to factories, retailers and general traders along 

with our valued clients from the oil and gas sector. 

Now with the technical expertise, considerable industry 

knowledge and vast experience working across-sectors that 

has driven us onward towards continual innovation. We now 

proudly serve as a primary provider of logistics services for 

internationally renowned companies throughout the Middle 

East with a focus on the Eastern Region of Saudi Arabia, the 

hub of global energy.
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OUR STORY
We're transporters, logisticians, strategists, and reliable 

team members for our business partners 



OUR SERVICES
Explore Afex logistics solutions for integrated supply-chain services. Unique 

results tailored to meet your specific requirements for short-term and long-

term solutions that span across diverse market sectors. Afex offers a wide 

range of services to continue the legacy of nurturing supply-chain efficiency 

and adherence to a diligent culture of safety.

Land Transport

Air Freight

Hazardous Materials

Heavy Lifting

Sea Freight

Warehousing

Oil Rig Moves Passenger Transportation

Land 

Transport
Afex is one of the leading logistics & transportation 

providers in the Gulf Cooperation Council countries. 

Strategically placed terminals allow infrastructure 

support for Full Truck Load (FTL), Less Than a Truck 

Load (LTL) and Parcel Loads .

A supply chain is only as efficient as its weakest link. Each link  

influences the strength and cohesion of the entire chain, but the  

focus remains on transportation & logistics. Land transport is  

the link that determines if a supply chain successfully meets  

objectives. An upgrade to the transportation link strengthens  

the overall supply chain to compete more effectively.

Afex offers land transport solutions for local 

transport, import and export around the world to 

quickly and safely manage cargo transportation 

from origin to destination. Smart logistics tailor-

made to your project specifications.

Unloading & 

Packing

Overland 

Storage

Container 

Storage

Client Dedicated 

Fleets

Domestic and international 

transport

STRENGTHEN YOUR 

SUPPLY CHAIN

WHAT WE DO?

Afex, a third-party logistics provider (3PL), manages all or 

part of your company’s logistics operations, executing freight 

management, transportation, and business processes. Afex 

manages and coordinates functions for more significant 

transportation and supply-chain efficiencies. 



Customs clearance staff specialize in the 

management of international land shipments, 

reducing delivery delays and unnecessary 

expenses. Plus, you receive real-time updates to 

follow the load itself. 

 

Move your containerized, palletized, general, or bulk 

cargo, pipes, road tankers, curtain siders, or bulk 

liquid carriers with Afex. Store your palletized or bulk 

products with customized solutions for every 

project.  

 

Afex organizes land transport from the collection 

point to the final delivery location following all 

import, export & customs regulations.  

 

Afex representatives await your inquiry, happy to 

assist scheduling for your overland transportation 

services.

Hazardous 

materials

Exclusive, 

Reserved Fleets

Secure 

Freight

Regular Freight 

Types

Oversized & Extra Heavy  

Loads

FREIGHT TYPES 

& SOLUTIONS
Using centralized logistics solutions, Afex 

offers transportation solutions for all types 

of cargo.

Over 200 operated trucks daily in the 

Afex Fleet access & management - 

flatbeds, low-bed trailers, off-road 

trucking equipment, cranes, forklifts, ISO 

Tanks & approved trailers

Partial Truckloads (LTL) delivery  

capabilities

Parcel Loads overland shipping

National and international routes

General and special cargo (solid, liquid)

GPS for live and continuous tracking

Skilled team oversight throughout the 

entire process

Long-term, dedicated fleets at your 

services

Contact Afex today for your land 

transport needs to improve your supply 

chains, nationally & internationally.

Phone 

+966 13 805 5108

E-mail 

info@afexlogistics.com.sa

Heavy Lifting

Whenever large or heavy components need lifting, 

Afex is there. The right equipment, experience & 

expertise makes your heavy lifting light work.

Heavy Lifting 

Services

Heavy Transport 

Services

Skilled Convoy 

Team

Plant Turnaround & Shutdown 

Management

Rapid 

Response

Modular Construction 

Services

Plant maintenance & industrial construction projects 

require heavy lifting support for new construction, 

expansions, upgrades, facility maintenance, and rapid 

response for emergencies. 

Afex works to safeguard the staff, the load, 

equipment and nearby structures while organizing 

the project for optimal efficiency, to maximize 

uptime. 

Afex heavy lifting services support every major 

industrial sector finding ways to shorten the critical 

path using carefully planned and implemented 

lifting operations. 

With a wealth of experience in delivering oversized 

products & materials to a variety of destinations, 

Afex provides solutions for transporting, lifting, 

installing & decommissioning large and heavy 

structures over 25 metric tonnes.

Factory-to-Foundation 

Logistics

Relocation & Decommissioning 

Support

Contract 

Services



Air Freight

Hazardous Materials 

Transportation

Sea Freight

The logistics experts handling every aspect of your 

air freight are available 24/7 to analyze and monitor 

every aspect of your air freight shipments. 

Customized sea freight options include secure 

transport for refrigerated or sensitive cargo like food, 

clothing, medication with specialized teams for special 

equipment like Flat Racks, Open Tops,  Reefers.

Afex specializes in expert national and 

international air freight services with tailored 

solutions for each client project. 

Thousands of goods travel the seas every day 

because sea freight is one of the most reliable and 

cost-effective transportation options in the world. 

Afex adds safety & hassle-free logistics covering all 

major destinations across the globe. Long-term 

shipping agreements with Afex assure your sea 

freight shipments arrive safely & on time, every time.

Afex follows all pertinent shipping regulations for 

national & international compliance of every 

shipment, managing both LCL and FCL cargo 

shipments efficiently.

The air cargo division of Afex is equipped with 

modern technology and an extended global network 

in over 100 countries to enable local assistance 

throughout your supply chain for every shipment.

Afex has almost three decades of experience with 

hazardous materials transportation. The logistics of 

shipping hazardous materials is far more complex 

than any other freight type.

Dangerous shipping mistakes and delayed or denied 

entry problems make hazardous materials more 

challenging.

Afex assures every shipment complies with the 

International Air Transport Association and follows 

International Maritime Dangerous Goods codes.

Each package is carefully labelled, classified, 

packaged, and documented for safety and your 

peace of mind.

All ISO standards, Chemical Hazard Bulletin guidlines, 

Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS), and Ministry of 

Transportation guidelines and standards are 

diligently followed for transporting hazardous 

materials at their different  states of matter.  

Afex has access to a wide variety of operators and 

aircraft to offer air freight solutions regardless of size, 

weight, time or place. Start improving your air freight 

logistics with Afex, today.



Warehousing Management 

& Storage

Your warehouse logistics involve the organizational tools, 

policies & procedures that keep your operations running at 

peak efficiency.

Cost controls, security, risk, supply chain and 

inventory management make it difficult to compete, 

provide customer service, and protect revenue. 

These are the challenges that face warehouses 

today.
Warehouse logistics extend from damaged goods handling 

& safety policies to customer returns.

Decreased 

Returns

Improved 

Visibility

Fewer Picking 

Errors

Maximized Warehouse 

Space

Stock 

traceability

Accurate, Real-Time Inventory 

Counts

Improved Customer 

Service

Efficient Stocking 

Policies

Set Annual Inventory Control 

Budgets

As Afex passes on the benefits of an automated  

inventory control system, you optimize your purchasing  

and replenishment strategies.

Typically, warehouse management activities include 

storing, moving, and collecting items for shipment. 

Large projects are often separated into several tasks  

and integrated by a directed workflow.

M ove towards real long-term warehouse efficiency  

with an analysis from Afex.

With access to 12 warehousing facilities in all major  

cities in KSA, Afex provides container de-vanning 

& stuffing, warehousing, and distribution. Value-added  

services include re-palletizing, wrapping, weighing,  

packaging & consolidating loads for onward delivery.

Moving oil rigs requires rigorous schedules, 

coordinated teams & expert knowledge. The 

safety-conscious team at Afex has been 

servicing the gas & oil industry since the 

1990s. They manage complex oil rig moves 

from the old site to your new site supported 

Delays, cost overruns, and excessive downtime 

plague many industrial relocation projects.

Afex is an expert in handling industrial 

relocations.

The dedicated Afex team, with decades of 

world-wide relocation skills, manages the 

process, so your team stays focused on your 

business.

Afex can make multiple oil rig moves at a 

time, having moved over 150 oil rigs for 

premier oil and gas companies in the Eastern 

Province. Afex leads the industry in the 

implementation of oil rig innovations to 

continually reduce move cycle times.

Need rigs moved? 

TRUST AFEX TO GET THE JOB DONE.

Potential risks are identified and minimized.

Everything is inspected, and quick action  

resolves defects or damage on the  

receiving end.

Sophisticated technology monitors the  

entire relocation process.

Turnkey industrial relocation services for  

rigging, plant closures, and both short- 

term or long-term warehousing.

A total solution including packing inventory  

& materials, disassembling machinery &  

coordinating shipping, domestic or  

international. Unpacking, checking for  

quality, & reassembly of every detail.

STRENGTHEN YOUR 

SUPPLY CHAIN

Oil Rig Moves

Handling Industrial Relocation 

Projects

Industrial relocation becomes a much 

smoother process with an experienced, trusted 

partner to handle every detail of every move.

Make your relocation projects as smooth as 

possible, with Afex.



Passenger Transportation 

Operational Excellence

Passenger transportation in unfamiliar areas can be a 

logistical nightmare. The fundamental differences 

between freight & passenger transportation involve 

distinct facilities & locations.

Afex manages the logistics of passenger vehicle rentals, 

including buses, shipment vans, passenger vans, and all 

specifications of cars for groups or individuals.

At Afex, operational excellence is a problem-solving  

and leadership philosophy that embraces continuous  

improvement. This is not a list of activities we perform. 

It is a mindset held by every team member at Afex. We  

focus on these core values at every level.

Get where you are going, 

stress-free, every time, with

AFEX

Trust

24/7 dispatching for the rapid response of trucks and operations

Aligned with the highest Health and Safety standards

More than 25 years of experience

Access to a fleet with a large, flexible capacity

KPIs such as the speed of service, reasonable rates, superior service 

and exemplary safety

Assured Quality

Respect

Respect

Focus on Process

Consistency of Purpose

Objective continuous measurement

Great Holistic Proponent Experiences

Value for our Customers

Operational excellence means Afex handles a wide variety of services to provide clients with 

customized solutions, focusing on the safety and security of both staff and assets.

At Afex, our aim is to become a valued, long-term extension of your in-house logistics team. 

Partnered together, we assure your supply chain strengthens, costs reduce and no more 

valuable time is wasted.
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OUR VISION

To be the most effective , efficient and well-

respected organization providing value-added 

logistics solutions in the world.

OUR CORE VALUES

Our values are the defining factors of everything we 

do.We at Afex promote:

OUR MISSION

Our passion and mission at Afex is to listen to our clients 

to customize a service that allows them to accomplish 

each of their project objectives effectively. We focus on 

doing so by managing logistics that create superior 

results, value-added elements throughout our clients 

supply chain for an excellent customer experience.

To exceed customer expectations while offering 

sustainable, reliable and professional services, care for 

customers, employees and the wider community.
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Dammam, Eastern Province, KSA

Phone 

+966 13 805 5108

Fax 

+966 13 8052440

E-mail 

info@afexlogistics.com.sa

W E  D E L I V E R  T R U S T
Safety

Strong teamwork and collaboration

Acquisition of relevant knowledge and continuous 

development

Focus on quality with affordable pricing

Integrity

Enthusiasm for the work we do

REACH US




